
                                           

     The three dvd set SABU! is a July, 2013 LVCA donation to the Ligonier Valley 

Library. This Criterion Collection set is comprised of three feature films: 1. 

ELEPHANT BOY, 2. THE DRUM, and 3. THE JUNGLE BOOK. Below are Kino Ken’s 

reviews of these three motion pictures. 

ELEPHANT BOY   India / Great Britain   1937   black-and-white   82 minutes 

London Films   Producer: Alexander Korda                         

14 of a possible 20 points                                                  ***1/2 of a possible *****     

* indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

Points 

1   Film Co-Directors: Robert Flaherty and Zoltan Korda 

1   Film Editor: Charles Crichton   Supervising Editor: William Hornbeck 

2   Cinematographer: Osmond Borradaile* 

2   Lighting 

1   Screenplay: John Collier, Akos Tolnay and Marcia De Silva based on TOOMAI OF      

     THE ELEPHANTS by Rudyard Kipling 



2   Music: John Greenwood 

2   Locations 

0   Sound: A. W. Watkins and H.G. Cape 

1   Acting 

2   Creativity 

14 points 

Principal Cast: Selar Shaik a.k.a. Sabu (Toomai), W. E. Holloway (Toomai’s father), 

Walter Hudd (British hunter Petersen), Allan Jeayes (Machua Pippa),  

Bruce Gordon (Ram Lal), D.J. Williams (hunter), Hyde White (Commissioner) 

 

     Exotic, thrilling, and family-friendly, ELEPHANT BOY represents a felicitous 

union of diverse talents. Two directors, one devoted to shooting exterior nature 

scenes, the other accumulating dialogue settings, team to create a memorable 

audiovisual counterpart to a previously neglected Rudyard Kipling tale.  

     The film opens with Selar Shaik introducing viewers to his character and the 

context for Kipling’s story. This static preface is fairly painful to sit through, as the 

boy narrator delivers his speech phonetically due to discrepancy between native 

Urdu and the Imperial English required by London Films. The protagonist here is 

Toomai, a motherless young Indian mahout hired to assist during a massive 

elephant hunt in the region of Mysore, located in southern India between the 

Western and Eastern Ghats. Selar will portray him, though at the sacrifice of his 

birth names. Alexander Korda decides “Sabu” is a preferable publicity appellation, 

obliterating connotations of seniority, experience and Muslim ancestry conveyed 

by the patronym of Shaik.   

     Life moves slowly in the boy’s community, as indicated by scenes depicting  

Toomai’s sluggishness upon awakening and his elephant’s delicate overstepping 

of a baby prostrate in the path leading through their village. News of an upcoming 

expedition to capture wild pachyderms tops all other topics of conversation as 

preparations are made to groom domesticated relatives of the prey in order to 

enhance their chances of selection by Sahib Petersen. The latter is a legendary 

white hunter approved to lead the search for inexplicably vanished jungle 

behemoths.   



     Toomai’s dad owns the largest Jumbo in the region and his son is determined 

to assure its pick by Petersen. So the enormous creature is thoroughly soaked, 

scraped clean, and given a much more thorough grooming in and behind the ears 

than his mahout ever applies to himself. After being introduced to the sahib by his 

father, Toomai not only overpraises the beast on which he rides, but also shows 

off some tricks he taught it. Though mischievous and undisciplined, a favorite 

Kipling combination, the saucy boy is cleared to accompany his elders to the hills, 

presumably because Petersen recognizes his younger self in the youngster’s 

brashness and passion for adventure. Since Brittania needs more military and 

timber transporters and is willing to foot the bill for their discovery and capture, 

the local rajah raises no objection. Why would he? Unemployment drops, income 

increases and tax receipts are likely to elevate.  Environmental and conservation 

concerns are not priorities for either natives or foreigners in Depression India. No 

one on screen is inclined to seek counsel of Gandhi and his followers. Self-reliance 

is not what this imperialistic film wishes to promote. 

     Flaherty uses extreme wildlife close-up shots to plunge observers into the 

snarling face of a prowling tiger and between mighty feet of what appear to be 

rhythmically “dancing” elephants. Coupled with epic long shots of modern 

mastodon descendants on parade and intimate viewings of chattering monkeys, 

the fauna of India has never been so vigorously depicted on screen. 

     That is a compensation for the less fascinating central story of prejudice and 

superstition. Toomai’s co-workers mock and denigrate his ambition to become a 

legendary stalker, seeing only his small stature and inexperience. But it is Toomai, 

of course, who will first locate the wild elephant herd, not veteran trackers nor  

clueless Sahib Petersen.  

     Memorable shots include construction of an enclosure for untamed elephants, 

the deadly nocturnal attack of a tiger, an elephant baby being washed by its 

mother, beaters and trackers closing down escape routes of their prey, and 

Toomai’s sleeping body being gingerly spanned by his elephant as it moves off to 

join the jungle herd. Both Robert Flaherty and Osmond Borradaile must be 

commended for their ingenuity and dedication in executing such wonderful shots, 

enriching not just the film, but also the viewer watching it more than three-

quarters of a century later.  



     ELEPHANT BOY’s saga of a youngster vindicating himself to a disbelieving, 

scornful company of adults should prove captivating to youthful audiences today, 

despite their unfamiliarity with its black-and-white screen world. The film’s 

luminosity is still intact. However, sound recording is a different story, and 

subtitles should have been provided to permit screeners to piece what often 

sounds choppy or incoherent into a comprehensible whole.  

     At times the music is a trifle overly melodramatic. But on the whole it 

satisfactorily underlines action. 

     Acting is more adequate than impressive, with many amateur performers 

unable to disguise lack of skill and experience. Both co-directors incline to spend 

more time guiding animals than human cast members. But that works well in this 

case, the target preteen audience being chiefly interested in sights and sounds of 

wildlife and the palpable presence of danger and potential death. 

     Violence is portrayed non-graphically. Language is inoffensive, though 

somewhat artificial. Good news.  Political correctness is entirely absent, with 

depictions of native behavior being paternalistic. But not racist. 

      Definitely a try it, you’ll love it kind of film.  

 



 
THE DRUM   India / Great Britain   1938   98 minutes   color    

Director: Zoltan Korda   London Films   Producer: Alexander Korda 

13 of a possible 20 points                                                            *** of a possible ***** 

*  indicates outstanding technical or performance achievement 

Points 

1  Film Director: Zoltan Korda 

1  Film Editor: Henry Cornelius   Supervising Editor: William Hornbeck 

2  Cinematographers: Georges Perinal* (British interiors)  

    and Osmond Borradaile* (India exterior locations) 

1  Lighting: Natalie Kalmus and Aldo Ermin 

1  Screenplay: Lajos Biro (adaptation), Arthur Wimperis, Patrick Kirwan, Hugh 

    Gray from the novel by A. E. W. Mason 

2  Music: John Greenwood 

1  Settings: Vincent Korda 

2  Sound: A. W. Watkins* 



1  Acting 

1  Creativity 

13 points 

 

Principal Cast: Sabu (juvenile) (Prince Azim), Raymond Massey (Prince Ghul, 

Azim’s uncle), Roger Livesey (Captain Carruthers),  

Valerie Hobson (Mrs. Carruthers), David Tree (Lieutenant Escott),  

Desmond Tester (juvenile) (Bill Holder, regimental drummer boy), 

Amid Taftazani (Mohammed Khan), Lawrence Baskcomb (Zarullah), 

Francis Sullivan (Governor), Archibald Batts (Major Bond), 

Frederick Cullen (Murphy), Roy Emerton (Wafadar), 

 Michael Martin Harvey (Mullah), Martin Walker (Herrick),  

Ronald Adam (Major Gregoff), Charles Oliver (Rajab), Julian Mitchell (Sergeant), 

Miriam Pieris (Indian Dancer) 

 

     Another adventure film set in India starring the unvanquishable Sabu, THE 

DRUM opens on the India-Afghanistan border, just as dangerous as it is today. 

Machine guns and rifles are being transported through mountain passes from the 

West into the northwest frontier kingdoms of India. The purpose of this 

contraband is to provide firepower to rebel Islamic militants who desire to 

overthrow the Raj and drive foreign Christian colonials back to their motherland. 

To this end, zealot Prince Ghul, a leading purchaser of illegal armaments, arranges 

for the assassination of his brother, the father of adolescent Prince Azim. Azim’s 

idolization of the occupying British military makes him also a target for Ghul’s 

thugs. But he is conveniently spirited away from harm by loyalist patriots who 

detest the boy’s uncle, but share the latter’s contempt of foreigners. 

      Azim is taken incognito to a nearby territory where he meets by chance the 

same drummer boy who has taught him how to play a British  drum. They work 

out a percussive warning message that the British will recognize. This will prove 

useful later in the story.  

     Meanwhile, Uncle Ghul has consolidated his power in what is supposed to be 

Azim’s kingdom and seems little concerned about the escape of his nephew. After 



all, Ghul is the one with automatic weapons. So why should he worry about a 

teenage nephew possessing neither artillery nor finances? 

     Because that youth is a friend of the British, that’s why. When one of Ghul’s 

hirelings tracks down the boy and attempts to murder him, Azim eludes his 

attacker and takes refuge, serendipitously, in the house of Captain Carruthers and 

his wife. Carruthers just happens to be the appointed British resident in what at 

the moment is Ghul’s kingdom. The wild tale related by the boy to Mrs. 

Carruthers is doubted initially. But hardly has he finished speaking than the  

ever-importunate assailant of Ghul’s overplays his hand, aggressively entering the 

Carruthers’ residence and threatening both the boy and the mistress of the 

house. Bad move. Mrs. Carruthers has a superior weapon and loyal servants to 

reinforce her. Not only must the interloper retreat, but he is soon dispatched 

entirely by British retainers.  

     The Carruthers resettle to their new residency, leaving the prince behind with 

his overprotective adult guardians. While not completely oblivious to their 

danger, the British pair expect each soldier to do his duty and insure their safety 

regardless of the recklessness and poor judgment they practice. Despite 

overwhelming evidence to the contrary, these British colonials are inclined to 

trust Ghul, assuming his best interest and theirs peacefully coincide. Just how 

they expect Azim to ever return to power is beyond comprehension. If he is a 

friend and ally, then how can they condone the usurpation of his uncle?  

     Don’t ask for logic. This is pure fantasy adventure. Except that the issues raised 

are still relevant and the scenario is little changed by time. Militant Islamic 

governments are battling Christian soldiers in this blood-soaked territory today as 

then, with no prospects of peace, stability, or better social relations.  Both 

imperialism and religious fanaticism are incapable of providing a better future for 

the inhabitants. It doesn’t matter whether Ghul or Azim wields power. The 

outcome is disastrously violent either way. 

     Azim’s uncle plans a treacherous reception for the resident and his chief 

officers at the conclusion of a Moslem holiday. If nothing goes awry, native 

fanatics will machine-gun their guests to death on hearing a prearranged drum 

signal.  



     But Azim is informed by some loyal subjects about the scheme and, 

accompanied by his dependable defenders, rides back unhindered to his kingdom, 

making an unobtrusive expedition to the very chamber where lethal drumbeats 

are to be sounded.  

     Will he arrive on the scene in time? Will the British recognize his warning 

signal? Who will the natives of Aziz’s kingdom support in the ensuing power 

struggle? Can reinforcements arrive in time to preserve the imperial forces of the 

residency? What will become of Ghul? Who can be trusted? 

     Watch the film to its conclusion if you don’t already know the answers. If you 

can guess the ending, it is still entertaining to study the admirably authentic 

settings of Vincent Korda and listen to the masterfully recorded soundtrack 

prepared under the supervision of A. W. Watkins. Stirring martial music by John 

Greenwood abounds and is quite capable of making the blood boil. 

     Unfortunately, some of the Technicolor splendor of the original release has 

been destroyed by the passage of time. However, enough remains to reward 

admiring eyes. Youths will find the adventure plot still rousing and identify 

strongly with the dispossessed royal. Older film aficionados may find this motion 

picture too clichéd and patronizing towards Asiatics. No points awarded here for 

political correctness, but it’s still exciting to watch the battle scenes and overland 

journeys through mountain passes.  

     Considerable violence and treachery is displayed in this motion picture, so it’s 

not recommended for preteen viewers. Parental previewing and discretion are 

suggested for use with teens. THE DRUM makes a good discussion movie for 

parents and children about the issue of peaceful coexistence between Christians 

and Moslems in the Asian subcontinent.  

     Since all previous attempts to establish peace in the area have failed, there 

must be an error in the reasoning which supported them. If viewers of this film 

are inspired to rethink attitudes and theories about the regional conflict, then 

London Films will have accomplished something far nobler and more beneficial 

than originally intended.   

 

 

 



                          
RUDYARD KIPLING’S THE JUNGLE BOOK   United States   1942   color   106 minutes 

Alexander Korda Films   Producer: Alexander Korda 

11 of a possible 20 points                                                           *** of a possible ***** 

* indicates outstanding technical or performance achievement 

Points 

0   Film Director:  Zoltan Korda 

1   Supervising Film Editor: William Hornbeck 

2   Cinematographers: Lee Garmes*, W. Howard Greene* 

0   Screenplay Adaptation: Laurence Stallings from THE JUNGLE BOOK by 

Rudyard Kipling 

1   Lighting: Natalie Kalmus, Morgan Padelford 

1   Music: Miklos Rozsa 

2   Production Designer / Art Directors: Vincent Korda* / Jack Okey*,  

      J. McMillan Johnson*   Interior Decoration: Julia Heron* 

2   Sound: William Wilmarth* 

0   Acting 

1   Creativity 

11 points                             

 

Principal Cast: Selar Shaik a.k.a. Sabu (Mowgli), Joseph Calleia (Buldeo),  

John Qualen (Barber), Frank Puglia (Pundit), Rosemary De Camp (Messua), 

Patricia O’Rourke (Mahala), Ralph Byrd (Durga), John Mather (Rao),  

Faith Brook (English Girl), Noble Johnson (Sikh) 



     Due to chaotic film production conditions and rationing in war-besieged Great 

Britain, Alexander Korda moved Alexander Korda Productions temporarily from 

London to Hollywood. So his Technicolor adaptation of Rudyard Kipling’s Jungle 

Book stories came to be filmed in the forests of coastal hills enfolding Los Angeles 

rather than lush Indian jungles. Once again teaming Sabu and Kipling, director 

Zoltan Korda attempted the realistically impossible task of integrating talking 

animals with human trespassers. What is workable on a printed page is far more 

unwieldy when photographs of characters are required. A further obstacle was 

the decidedly American accents of most cast members. Aside from Sabu himself, 

the majority of roles were assigned to Hollywood veterans, such as Joseph Calleia, 

Noble Johnson and John Qualen. So not only were American geographical settings 

substituting for Indian ones, but New World performers replaced preferred British 

colonials in speaking roles. Whatever else might be true, the final product was 

certainly not what the original storyteller had imagined. Would it be acceptable to 

audiences on both sides of the Atlantic? 

     Perhaps keeping key technicians in their customary assignments offset the 

westernization effects. The Korda brothers again charged sibling Vincent with 

overall supervision of the Art Department. William Hornbeck resumed supervision 

of editing, and Zoltan directed Sabu in his usual manner. Some continuity was 

established, though not where audiences were most likely to perceive it. 

     THE JUNGLE BOOK is prefaced by a narrator, as was also the case with 

ELEPHANT BOY. Joseph Calleia, as Buldeo, supplies the narrative introduction, 

proving far more fluid in his recital than was Sabu in the earlier Indian film. 

However, most of the other performers drawn from the ranks of Hollywood bit 

players are far less credible, overacting on the theory mugging is necessary to 

satisfy youth audiences.  

     On the plus side of the ledger, Vincent Korda, Jack Okey, J. McMillan Johnson 

and Julia Heron teamed to create exquisite palatial ruins and royal treasures. 

Scenes at the overgrown former capital are the most memorable achievements of 

the film. Less credible are village life episodes, where Hollywood artifice 

eradicates all traces of real Indian furnishings. The wood looks wrong, nothing is 

properly weathered and the costumes don’t match Occidental faces. These 

failings are due more to a prevailing notion that painted sets and stylized decors 



were more acceptable to audiences than less grandiose and glittering facsimiles 

of native architecture and furnishings. Simple, minimally decorated huts 

displaying cracked walls without recent indications of whitewash or remortared 

gaps would be too glaring a display of poverty, too strong a reminder of  

economic backwardness. American and British filmgoers wanted to see Oriental 

luxury joined with native treachery. The Kordas dared not deprive them of that 

pleasure.   

     On the other hand, real animals were employed to represent Mowgli’s mentors 

and childhood guardians. They perform much more authoritatively than the 

“natives” and in no way cheat the viewers.  

     For those unfamiliar with Kipling’s tales of the adventures of an Indian toddler 

who wanders into the jungle and is adopted by a family of wolves, the bulk of the 

narrative concerns “lessons” or “laws” taught the human cub by a succession of 

communicative animal sages. Kaa the snake, a bear called Baloo, Akela the wolf 

and his mate Raksha, and Bagheera the panther provide sermonettes about the 

violence and greed of men. They deplore the destructiveness of humanity, but 

offer little protection against such rapacious creatures of the wild as Shere Khan, 

an ancient and bloodthirsty tiger who is responsible for the death of Mowgli’s 

father. During the course of events portrayed in the film, adolescent Mowgli 

returns to his native village, drawn by the lure of fire, one weapon even Shere 

Khan respects. He is seized by frightened tribesmen, but ultimately put in the 

custody of his mother. She sometimes claims only to be a friend, but asserts 

maternal guardianship at times closer to the story climax. Her character as 

written in the screenplay is a mass of contradictions. Does she really believe 

Mowgli to be her lost infant grown to young manhood? Or is she convinced he 

merely bears some resemblance to the son who must have perished through 

starvation or mangling by savage beasts?  

     At any rate, her adopted youth discovers a useful knife in the store of a 

rabblerousing, superstitious widower named Buldeo, but not without first 

encountering the merchant’s attractive teenage daughter. Mahala succumbs 

immediately to the feral, exotic charms of Mowgli, defying her father’s orders not 

to speak to the lad and even accompanying him secretly at night into forbidden 

territory. On a later visit there she manages to topple into a deep pit, leading to 



the discovery of a royal treasure. From that trove, Mahala takes an ancient gold 

coin. When it is discovered by her dad, real trouble begins. Buldeo sets his mind 

on transporting all the wealth of the abandoned civilization back home. However, 

before he can do so unilaterally two male neighbors learn his secret, expanding 

the looting party to three.  

     Meanwhile, Mowgli’s informed by animal allies that Shere Khan has returned 

to the neighborhood. With the assistance of Kaa, the boy tricks his enemy into 

entering a river, where combat favors the human. As he struggles to avenge his 

father’s death and send the murderer to a merited doom, a not-so-heroic trio of 

avaricious plunderers sets out to capture Mowgli with the intention of forcing him 

to lead them to the neglected treasury. 

      Soon after Mowgli liberates himself from the tiger, Buldeo appears.  The wary 

youth refuses at first to lead him to his desired destination, but ultimately he 

does, leaving three money grubbers there to fend for themselves. 

     The rest of the film plays out like an Asian version of THE TREASURE OF THE 

SIERRA MADRE coupled with a conclusion somewhat akin to THE MOSQUITO 

COAST. Being shot in 1942, THE JUNGLE BOOK is, however, the model and not a 

copycat. This adventure saga has exerted considerable influence upon later 

cinematic yarnspinners. 

     If you wish to know how the picture ends, just watch it and find out. 

     The five great strengths of THE JUNGLE BOOK are glorious cinematography by   

Lee Garmes and W. Howard Greene, lavish spectacular settings by Vincent 

Korda’s design team, the onscreen activity of Mowgli’s animal cronies, radiant 

glossy lighting throughout, and crisp, finely nuanced sound recording by William 

Wilmarth.  

     No kudos for the muggings of adult performers, Miklos Rosza’s ill-fitting music, 

completely unreflective of genuine Indian rhythms and colors, and William 

Hornbeck’s often draggy and repetitive editing.  

     Filled with stereotyped characters and Hollywood dialogue clichés, Laurence 

Stallings’ screenplay is an abomination. Go back and read the book by Kipling, 

rather than accept colorless trivialities which abound in speeches offered here.  

     Despite all the drawbacks cited above, this version of Kipling’s book is 

cinematically the strongest, being more striking, if less persuasively acted, than 



any other to date. Recommended with the above reservations for Anglophiles, 

teens and devotees of the Jungle Adventure Story. 

     In conclusion, a word about the current visual qualities of these films. 

ELEPHANT BOY is somewhat marred by vertical scratches, especially in early 

scenes. Showing its age even more is THE DRUM, with significant fadings of color, 

as well as some annoying flicker and picture instability. JUNGLE BOOK still looks 

terrific, a shining gem to relish. 

 


